Peripheral glucose homeostasis: does brain insulin matter?
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Much controversy surrounds the relative role of insulin signaling in the brain in the control of hepatic glucose metabolism. In this issue of the JCI, Ramnanan and colleagues demonstrate that arterial infusion of insulin into the brains of dogs reduces net hepatic glucose output without altering endogenous glucose production. However, this effect was modest and required both prolonged fasting and prolonged exposure of the brain to insulin, raising doubts about the overall physiological relevance of insulin action in the brain on hepatic glucose metabolism. Given the dominant direct role that insulin plays in inhibiting glucose production in the liver, we suggest that the main effect of central insulin on hepatic glucose metabolism may be more chronic and assume greater significance either when portal insulin is deficient, as occurs during exogenous insulin treatment of type 1 diabetes, or when chronic hyperinsulinemia and central insulin resistance develops, as occurs in type 2 diabetes.

Insulin controls nutrient and metabolic homeostasis via effects on the liver, muscle, and adipose tissue. After a meal, insulin acts on the liver to inhibit net hepatic glucose output (NHGO) — the balance between hepatic glucose production (HGP), which occurs via gluconeogenesis and glycolysis, and hepatic glucose uptake, which includes glycogen synthesis. In humans (1) and in large mammals such as the dog (2), the direct action of insulin on the liver plays a dominant role in suppressing NHGO. However, studies in rodents suggest that insulin can also act within the brain to alter hepatic glucose metabolism, primarily by suppressing HGP (Figure 1 and refs. 3, 4). In this issue of the JCI, Ramnanan and colleagues show that raising brain insulin levels in dogs using the physiologically relevant route of carotid and vertebral arterial infusions inhibits NHGO by increasing hepatic uptake of glucose and its incorporation into glycogen (Figure 1 and ref. 5). HGP was not substantially altered, although the expression of gluconeogenic genes in liver was diminished. However, unlike the transient (approximately 1–2 hours) rise in insulin and fall in glucagon levels in the portal circulation that follows most carbohydrate-rich meals, the insulin infusions performed by Ramnanan and colleagues were carried out for 3–4 hours and the dogs were fasted for 42 hours; even under these conditions, only a relatively modest inhibition of NHGO was observed. While the work of Ramnanan and colleagues (5) confirms that insulin can act on the brain to alter hepatic glucose metabolism in dogs, it does not settle the question about the relative importance of central insulin signaling in mediating NHGO under physiological conditions in humans and other mammals.

Insulin and the brain
The brain is an insulin-sensitive organ; various studies have shown that insulin action in the brain affects energy and glu-
cose homeostasis, neuroendocrine function, reward, memory, and learning (3, 6, 7). Neurons in many areas of the brain express insulin receptors (InsRs), and insulin, acting on these receptors, causes activation of PI3K and MAPK signaling pathways (8, 9). Insulin-mediated activation of these pathways can lead to short-term changes in neuronal activity (10) or prolonged changes in gene transcription and neuronal plasticity (11), which occur within the 3- to 4-hour time frame used in the Ramnanan studies (5).

In seminal pancreatic clamp studies by Obici et al. (3), in short-term–fasted rats in which secretion of insulin and glucagon were inhibited using somatostatin and insulin was infused peripherally, i.c.v. delivery of insulin for 4–6 hours inhibited HGP by approximately 30%. The central effects of insulin were thought to signal via the vagus nerve to the liver (4). However, sympathetic innervation to the liver increases hepatic gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis (12) and might also play a role in mediating the central action of insulin (13). Thus, the collective observations in rodents suggest that insulin signaling in the brain can have an important effect on HGP. But this does not appear to be the case in dogs. Cherrington and colleagues previously found that direct delivery of insulin to the dog liver via the portal vein was the dominant inhibitor of HGP, as opposed to the effects of arterial infusions of insulin into the brain (2). In addition, any significant requirement for a central effect of insulin on neutrally mediated NHGO (4) is not supported by studies conducted in humans with denervated livers (1). Although these differences between rodents on the one hand and dogs and humans on the other might be species specific, they raise important questions regarding the role of insulin signaling in the brain in the control of HGP under short- and long-term physiologic and pathologic conditions.

Are the central effects of insulin physiologically relevant?

Many studies in rodents support a role for insulin acting on the brain as a regulator of peripheral glucose homeostasis. InsR-expressing neurons in the rat are localized in important hypothalamic and hindbrain areas that modulate glucose homeostasis, energy intake and expenditure, and neuroendocrine and autonomic functions (8, 9). In rodent brains, insulin has relatively acute effects on neuronal activity in vitro (14). Furthermore, in rodents, up to 75% of hypothalamic glucose-sensing neurons that alter their activity in response to physiological changes in ambient glucose levels also coexpress InsR and the insulin-dependent GLUT4 glucose transporter, thus suggesting a potential role for insulin-mediated effects on neuronal glucose uptake (15). Although such an effect has not been demonstrated directly, deletion of InsR in GLUT4-expressing neurons of mice promotes the development of diabetes (16). Moreover, administration of InsR antisense or antagonists via the third cerebral ventricle blunts the inhibitory effect of i.c.v. insulin on HGP (3). Finally, deletion of InsR signaling in agouti-related protein (AgRP) neurons in the mouse hypothalamus attenuates the central effect of insulin on HGP (17), whereas restoration of InsR in AgRP neurons in mice lacking InsR elsewhere in the brain and body restores the ability of peripheral insulin infusion to inhibit HGP (18).

On the other hand, there is strong evidence against central actions of insulin having an important role in regulating hepatic glucose metabolism under physiological conditions. First, use of somatostatin and peripheral insulin replacement alone in rodent studies decreases insulin and glucagon levels in the hepatic portal circulation, likely magnify-
ing the effect of centrally delivered insulin on HGP (3). Second, although deletion of InsR from specific hypothalamic neurons can affect hepatic glucose metabolism, the overall effect of decreasing insulin signaling throughout the brain in mice lacking InsR in neurons is not dramatic (19), unless there is concomitant InsR deletion in peripheral insulin-sensitive tissues. Additionally, InsR deletion in the mouse germline likely alters neuronal development and plasticity. Even relatively short-term deletion of InsR from specific neurons is likely associated with changes in neuronal connectivity that could alter the neural circuits involved with glucose homeostasis (11).

There are also several technical issues that cloud interpretation of rodent and dog studies in this field. For example, studies in rats and mice generally use i.c.v. infusion of insulin at supraphysiologic doses. This technique has serious shortcomings. Insulin normally enters the brain from plasma by crossing the blood–brain barrier from the arterial circulation. Insulin is also transported ed into cerebrospinal fluid via the choroid plexus, which contains high levels of InsR (9), from which insulin gains access to the periventricular brain areas but is unlikely to diffuse more than a short distance (20). This limits how much insulin reaches neurons involved in neuroendocrine and autonomic regulation that are distant from the ventricles. While it is often thought that insulin infused into the third cerebral ventricle primarily engages hypothalamic neurons (3, 4), such infusions also expose critical autonom ic InsR-expressing neurons in the hindbrain nucleus tractus solitarius and dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus to high levels of insulin (8). It is also noteworthy that the euglycemic hyperinsulinemic or pancreatic clamps used to investigate the central effects of insulin signaling on hepatic glucose metabolism are carried out over long periods of time: 3–6 hours in rodents (3) and, in the case of the Ramnanan studies (5), in dogs that were fasted for 42 hours prior to the clamp. Such experimental conditions in no way mimic the relatively brief (30–180 minutes) rise and fall of circulating insulin that follows a meal or the marked suppression of HGP accompanying physiological increments in insulin, which are near maximal at 1 hour. This difference in insulin kinetics under clamp versus physiological conditions is crucial in the interpretation of the central action of insulin on HGP. In contrast, the direct effect of insulin on the liver is both rapid and dominant in the suppression of HGP (2).

Making sense of the data
To make sense of all the data, we must first ask whether existing studies carried out under a variety of experimental conditions faithfully reproduce physiologic conditions. The answer to this question is likely no. Nevertheless, the studies of Ramnanan et al. suggest that, under certain conditions, insulin delivered to the brain from the systemic circulation can alter NHGO (5). However, we believe that current data continue to support the view that insulin normally regulates the liver predominantly via local delivery from the portal circulation. The close proximity of the pancreas to the liver provides high local insulin concentrations, which promote the rapid changes in NHGO observed. In contrast, passage of insulin into the brain is much slower, and its levels in the brain are much lower, than those in the general circulation (21). The contribution of CNS insulin to HGP regulation might, however, be somewhat greater in the setting of insulin-deficient type 1 diabetes, where insulin is delivered systemically.

On the other hand, brain insulin signaling does appear to exert important tonic direct and/or indirect effects that serve to limit excessive HGP. Loss of insulin signaling in neurons expressing Glut4 markedly increases hyperglycemia in mice with peripheral insulin resistance (18). Furthermore, in nondiabetic rats, acute blockade of insulin signaling within the ventromedial hypothalamus, a key glucose-sensing region, immediately stimulates glucagon secretion (7). Impaired insulin secretion also appeared in preliminary studies using virus-induced knockdown of ventromedial hypothalamic InsR (R.S. Sherwin, unpublished observations). Of course, such a reduction in central insulin signaling is similar to what happens in type 2 diabetic individuals exposed to chronic hyperinsulinemia in conjunction with the development of central and peripheral insulin resistance. Thus, central insulin signaling may play its most important role in regulating hepatic glucose metabolism in such individuals when it is attenuated after prolonged hyperinsulinemia. Such a hypothesis does not require that central insulin resistance play a dominant role in the regulation of hepatic glucose metabolism. Rather, it would become an important contributor to the overall disturbance experienced by such individuals and might provide a therapeutic target for remediation of their abnormal glucose metabolism.

In conclusion, the work of Ramnanan et al. (5), together with previous studies from this group (2, 22), demonstrate the utility of the dog as a model in which many experimental variables can be controlled simultaneously. The current study clearly demonstrates that over time, insulin can act centrally to alter hepatic glucose metabolism under such controlled conditions. The daunting challenge going forward is to demonstrate whether such findings apply to any physiologically relevant condition or whether, as we suggest, they might be more relevant to pathological conditions such as those encountered in type 2 diabetes mellitus.
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Finally! A human pancreatic β cell line

Gordon C. Weir and Susan Bonner-Weir

For decades, investigators have made numerous attempts to generate human pancreatic β cell lines that could be used to advance β cell biology, facilitate drug discovery, and provide a pathway to β cell replacement therapy for the treatment of diabetes. In this issue of the JCI, Ravassard and colleagues report that this has finally been achieved successfully with a multistep process that led to the generation of cells, which they termed EndoC-βH1 cells, that secreted insulin in response to glucose challenge.

The pancreas is a complex organ with endocrine and exocrine compartments. The endocrine compartment consists of α, β, δ, and pancreatic polypeptide cells, which produce glucagon, insulin, somatostatin, and pancreatic polypeptide, respectively. These cells are organized into islets of Langerhans, which are scattered throughout the exocrine pancreas. Loss of pancreatic β cell function as a result of autoimmune-mediated destruction and failure of pancreatic β cells to produce enough insulin to meet the body’s demands result in type 1 and type 2 diabetes, respectively.

Even though β cells are the predominant cell type within islets of Langerhans, they comprise approximately 1%–2% of total pancreatic cells only. Isolating a homogeneous population of β cells has therefore proven difficult, hampering studies of human pancreatic β cell physiology as well as studies of the pathogenesis of diabetes and the development of therapeutics — both pharmacologic and cell based — to treat diabetes. Many questions pertinent to these issues could be addressed by studies using a human pancreatic β cell line. Despite decades of attempts by many, human pancreatic β cell lines that retain the characteristics of primary β cells remain unavailable. However, in this issue of the JCI, Ravassard and coworkers report that they have finally succeeded in generating a cell line from human pancreatic β cells (which they named EndoC-βH1) that maintains many of the characteristics of primary mature β cells (1).

Lessons from 30 years of work in rodents

When developing a strategy to generate a human pancreatic β cell line, Ravassard and colleagues clearly took to heart lessons from the development of rodent cell lines. The generation of rodent pancreatic β cell lines followed several decades of work in which several steps of the process were developed. In one of the earliest pertinent studies, it was found that an insulin-producing pancreatic tumor, which appeared after irradiation of rats, could be propagated as a transplantable insulinoma (2). After this, a way was found to passage these insulinoma cells in vitro as RIN cells (3, 4). These cells exhibited some phenotypic instability, as clones contained variable amounts of insulin and the δ cell product somatostatin. Nonetheless, some of the subcloned cell lines had a stable enough phenotype to have important research value. The next advance was achieved with cells from the same transplantable insulinoma, with the finding that treatment of the cells with 2-mercaptoethanol, which maintained glutathione levels, resulted in the generation of cells (known as INS1 cells) that had impressively improved insulin content relative to the insulinoma cells and superior ability to secrete insulin following stimulation with glucose, a phenotype resembling primary pancreatic β cells (5). Further improvements of INS1 cells in terms of insulin content and secretion were then obtained with clonal selection techniques to obtain a cell line called 823/13 (6). In work going on in parallel, the oncogene simian virus 40 large tumor antigen (SV40LT) was first used to make cells with β cell characteristics when HIT cells were generated from infected isolated islets from hamsters (7). Work in mice with the same oncogene then led to the generation of βTC cells (8) and MIN6 cells (9), which remain among the most widely used rodent pancreatic β cell lines today.

A multistep process starting with human fetal pancreas

The remarkable achievement of Ravassard and colleagues was accomplished by starting with fetal pancreatic buds (1) (Figure 1). These were transduced with a lentiviral vector expressing SV40LT under the control of the insulin promoter and then transplanted into SCID mice to allow expansion of the transformed β cells to proceed over
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